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Abstract—Today’s machine learning pipelines are primarily
executed in the cloud, from data storage to data processing, model
training, and deployment. However, machine learning is moving
to edge devices, creating the demand for AI applications at the
edge, known as Edge-AI. Traditional data management practices
applied in the cloud are proving to be inefficient for Edge-AI, due
to resource and energy constraints of edge devices and real-time
requirements of applications. This paper identifies the challenges
associated with data processing for Edge-AI. We then discuss
methods for efficient data processing at the edge, leading to data-
centric Edge-AI. As a use case scenario, we discuss the symbolic
representation of time series data and explain how it could help
save the cost of data storage and processing in developing Edge-
AI applications.

Index Terms—Edge-AI, Data-centric Edge, IoT data, Symbolic
representation of data, Big data

I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT) enables different types of

physical devices to embed with sensors and actuators and

exchange data with smart systems over the Internet. The

rapid growth in IoT system deployments produces a huge

amount of data, known as Big Data. Traditionally, IoT data is

transmitted and stored in a centralized cloud to derive insights

and develop smart applications. However, this cloud-centric

IoT has become infeasible for time-critical applications for

multiple reasons [8], [13], [42]. First, modern applications

require a sub-millisecond response to their requests, and the

cloud-centric model fails to provide a faster response due

to their high network latency. Second, it is expensive to

transfer IoT data to remote cloud [35] as it consumes critical

bandwidth of the backbone network and creates network

congestion [9], [10]. Consequently, edge computing promises

to solve these issues by delivering computing, storage, and

network resources across cloud boundaries [7], at the network

edge. This paradigm shift is powering the development of real-

time machine-learning-based applications, known as Edge-

AI [13], [15].

Edge-AI enables extracting information from IoT data

streams using various techniques such as machine learning,

artificial intelligence, and visualization. Edge-AI provides so-

lutions such as anomaly detection, prediction, optimization,

and decision-making, which would enable the development of

real-time smart systems [36] with several benefits, such as (1)

Edge-AI enables data security and privacy since user data do

not need to be transferred to a geographically different location

or to different ownership; (2) machine learning models such

as federated learning [45], and personalized models [3] can be

trained locally and collaboratively to preserve data privacy; (3)

Edge-AI facilitates (near) real-time analytics and applications,

such as autonomous vehicles AR/VR systems, which demand

faster data processing and response; (4) Edge-AI can assist in

reducing energy consumption since it processes data locally,

saving energy consumption of data communication [40].

Cloud-native AI assumes an infinite amount of centralized

resources to store, process, train and deploy the ML mod-

els for run-time inference. Consequently, Edge-AI depends

on resources in the geographical vicinity, where the data

is generated and consumed, i.e., at the network edge. Due

to this hyper-distribution of resources and requirement of

cost-effectiveness, edge nodes are designed as much smaller

systems to only handle necessary processing tasks in the

proximity of IoT systems [33], [42]. The edge nodes can

contain all software components of an ordinary cloud data

center, but they are resource constrained. The edge nodes can

vary from embedded devices (e.g., gateways and everyday

smart objects with limited computing capabilities), stand-alone

devices (e.g., Raspberry Pis, cloudlet servers) to micro data

centers (e.g., co-located data centers and container data centers

[1]) according to the application requirements [17]. While

edge nodes can provide support for time-critical Edge-AI

applications, they cannot scale due to limited computational

power and storage capacity [8], [13].

Several efforts have been made to build efficient data pro-

cessing techniques at the edge, such as reducing network traffic

and improving data storage [27], adapting a-posteriori data

reduction of data streams [33], raw data compression [44], and

energy reduction measures using prediction-based schemes

[11]. However, there are many challenges that still exist for

efficient edge data processing methods and the development

of machine learning pipelines for Edge-AI. We require data-
centric Edge-AI approaches to (1) cope with the velocity and

volume of data generated, (2) support applications within the

resource constraints of edge, (3) efficiently utilize the edge

devices [20], [29], and (4) deliver high-quality services to

end users with minimal cost. Therefore, in this paper, we

investigate edge data-centric processing and identify its associ-

ated challenges. Afterwards, we provide potential methods for
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Fig. 1. An overview of Edge-AI.

efficient data processing to support Edge-AI. Finally, as a use

case, we describe the symbolic representation of time series

data to reduce data size with minimal or no loss of accuracy,

which is suitable for Edge-AI applications.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II

provides background details, and Section III describes chal-

lenges of edge data processing. In Section IV, we discuss the

potential methods and future directions to develop better data

processing systems for Edge-AI. In Section V, we discuss the

symbolic representation use case. Section VI provides related

work, and finally, we derive conclusions in Section VII.

II. BACKGROUND: DATA-CENTRIC EDGE-AI

Batch-processing has been the basis for designing and

building database environments for many years. This involves

extracting, transforming, loading, storing and accessing data

for building ML models and developing analytic applications.

Batch processing suits the needs of many scientific and enter-

prise applications, where data is collected for a long time and

stored and processed centrally. However, the advent of IoT and

edge computing is enabling stream-processing, where the data

is produced and consumed in real-time by ML pipelines and

analytic applications. Many new database environments and

stream processing systems have been built recently, such as

Apache Kafka, Spark, and Flink [38], to handle the continuous

stream of data. However, stream processing frameworks are

still designed for centralized cloud environments and do not

fully address the challenges of managing the large volume of

streaming data at the edge.

The overview of typical Edge-AI applications supported by

edge computing is depicted in Fig. 1. IoT sensors are usually

implanted over System-on-Chip (SoCs) computing devices

that provide crucial computational resources. Still, SoCs have

limited computational capacities and energy budget, therefore

are not suitable for data management. However, they sup-

port lightweight data processing tasks such as data cleaning,

preprocessing, and encoding. Also, they rely on higher-layer

resources such as edge and cloud for complex data processing

tasks. Edge computing provides resources at the network edge,

usually at a one-hop distance from the sensors, to enable a

real-time computing experience for user applications. They

give access to computational resources where data stream

could be consumed in real-time and complex analytical tasks

could be performed such as data standardization and model

training. The remote Cloud provides elastic and inexpensive

resources for non-critical tasks such as data archival and batch

processing facilitating non-interactive applications. This multi-

tier computing model is creating a computing continuum from

the extreme edge (processing the data at the data source itself,

in our case, at SoCs in Fig. 1) to the remote cloud, enabling

truly distributed real-time computing where the data stream is

processed online on heterogeneous distributed resources.

The characteristics of hardware resources, cost, reliability,

and energy budget vastly differ among the resources across the

computing tiers. Consequently, the computing continuum is

creating completely different challenges for data management

that are unseen in the past. In the next section, we identify such

unique challenges associated with edge data management and

discuss them in detail.
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III. CHALLENGES OF DATA-CENTRIC EDGE-AI

A. Data size

IoT sensors generate data in short periodic intervals, leading

to massive amounts of data generated within a short period

of time. It not only increases storage and processing cost

across the computing continuum but also puts tremendous

stress on the core backbone networks. While compression

could reduce the size of data considerably, computational

latency induced by compression and decompression tasks

affects real-time applications. Moreover, compression leads

to a loss of data accuracy, leading to inaccurate models in

Edge-AI. As identified in [5], 80% of energy at SoCs or

extreme edge resources are spent only on transferring the data

to the nearest processing server. Therefore, it is necessary

to develop data size reduction techniques that are suitable

for edge environments, requiring methods to deal with the

exponential growth of the data and assist Edge-AI applications

with minimal resource consumption.

B. Strict real-time requirements

Edge-AI applications support many real-time and near-real-

time critical applications. For real-time applications, response

times must be guaranteed within a specific deadline strictly.

On the other hand, in near real-time applications, a soft

deadline is expected for completing a data processing task.

For instance, a real-time traffic monitoring system might use

sensor data to detect high traffic volumes and update a map

to show congestion or detect blind spot objects in traffic

intersections to avoid potential accidents [29]. Similarly, a VR

gaming application expects near-real-time processing, and an

excessive latency will degrade the quality of experience of

users. Developing such systems needs to ingest, preprocess,

store, and analyze the data in real-time at high volumes.

While existing platforms support real-time requirements of

applications [2], [31], they still fail to provide the required

reliability and are resource inefficient.

C. Adaptive data processing for dynamic IoT/edge environ-
ment

IoT devices and sensors generate data in a distributed

heterogeneous environment, which leads to multiple issues,

such as (1) a high volume of data generated with irregular

velocity, (2) a change in the quality of data generated over

time, and (3) demand for highly flexible computing, storage

and network resources. In addition, Edge-AI applications are

continuously exposed to fluctuating workloads. Therefore, we

need to store and retrieve data from edge devices and sensors

in a way that meets the performance requirements of different

Edge-AI applications. Simple solutions like over-provisioning

resources for peak demand would greatly waste resources and

increase the cost of application service. On the other hand,

under-provisioning would affect the application requirements.

Therefore, we require scalable and cost-efficient methods to

meet the dynamic situations at the edge.

D. Incomplete and incorrect data

Machine learning pipelines require large amounts of data to

train a good-quality model. Data incompleteness is a natural

phenomenon in the IoT due to multiple factors, including (1)

temporary failure of sensor nodes, (2) network connectivity

issues, and (3) measurement errors. Traditionally, missing and

incorrect data is either completely removed or data imputation

techniques are used to fill in the missing data and correct the

data. Existing data imputation techniques depend on statistical

characteristics such as mean and median mode for missing

items [18] or pattern and correlation identification [22], [47].

Such data imputation techniques perform better when only

a small percentage of data is missing and are only feasible

for numerical time series data. However, modern IoT sensors

are generating not only time series data but also complex

data structures with categorical and multi-media data, which is

extremely difficult to recover or correct from simple statistical

tools. Moreover, we could expect a large volume of missing

data as the norm in edge data since IoT sensors are deployed

in unreliable environments [39]. Therefore, we require new

methods and techniques to handle missing and incorrect data

at the edge.

E. Energy

Energy is the main bottleneck across the computing contin-

uum for developing Edge-AI applications sustainably. First, at

the extreme edge, SoC sensor nodes spend a significant amount

of available energy on the communication subsystem [5].

Hence, reducing the required communication in resource-

constrained SoCs is essential for the efficacy of Edge-AI appli-

cations. Second, at the edge, the limited power budget is still a

big issue for efficient data processing [23], where edge devices

are often powered through a limited power supply (e.g., batter-

ies); therefore, energy efficiency is absolutely necessary at the

edge. On the other hand, cloud nodes usually have sufficient

energy available at their disposal. However, massive energy

consumption in the cloud leads to higher service costs and

negatively impacts the environment due to its CO2 footprint.

Thus, one single solution would not address all energy issues

that we have across the whole computing continuum. We

require new data processing methods and platforms that are

not only application-aware but also energy-aware in managing

data pipelines across computing-continuum.

Summary: Addressing the aforementioned challenges as-

sociated with edge data management impacts decision-making

through Edge-AI. Efficient data management in Edge-AI af-

fects crucial application and business domains, whether it

is related to energy efficiency, reducing traffic accidents or

improving air quality, and building Industry 4.0 applications,

among others. In the next section, we discuss the potential

future directions for edge data processing in relation to the

aforementioned challenges.
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IV. FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR DATA-CENTRIC EDGE-AI

A. Data size

Edge-AI requires intelligent data size reduction techniques

other than raw-data compression. In that regard, Symbolic

Representation (SR) of data could be potentially used for many

classes of ML applications without needing to reconstruct

the compressed data [2]. SR algorithms convert a time series

numerical IoT data into a reduced string with a specific length.

It makes an approximation of the input data by dividing the

time series into a certain number of segments in which data for

each segment can be represented by one specific value, i.e., the

average of its data points—the original length of the raw data

sequence to a reduced string, with a specific alphabet size. In

the context of an Edge-AI, this helps to reduce data dimension,

size, and network bandwidth usage, save edge storage, and

improve analytics features [19].

Nevertheless, many modern Edge-AI applications are built

upon diverse and complex types of IoT data, such as cate-

gorical and multi-media, with different data formats. In such

cases, it becomes important to develop application-specific

solutions to deal with data size. For example, decreasing frame

resolution in video results in negligible loss of model accuracy

[24]; moreover, we do not require high-resolution video frames

to train the accurate ML models. Thus, dynamic adaptation

of application-specific configurations will lead to a massive

reduction in data size.

B. Strict real-time requirements

Strict real-time data processing is an essential component

of Edge-AI due to time-sensitive requirements for decision-

making in emerging applications. Therefore, it needs com-

pletely new low-latency data processing methods. Latency

is mainly introduced by two components, i.e., computational
latency and network latency. Tackling computational latency

would require techniques such as smart placement of tasks

on edge nodes with accelerators or nodes with higher com-

puting power [43]. In a real setting, achieving this constraint

becomes challenging due to shared environments and dynamic

workloads. Similarly, MLOps such as model quantization and

neural network pruning [46] become extremely important at

the edge to reduce the computational complexity of machine

learning models.

Network latency can be decreased by setting up hyper-

distributed edge resources closer to application access

points [9]. However, this may not always be feasible due to

the cost of infrastructure setup and the practical limitations

of geographical locations. In addition, many Edge-AI appli-

cations have to deal with user mobility and mobile access

points (e.g., autonomous vehicles, drones). Thus, resource

provisioning and scheduling approaches should be mobility-

aware to meet the network latency requirements. For such

scenarios, we envision that spare computing resources in

autonomous vehicles, IoT edge devices, and smart systems

could be dynamically leased in the near future, resulting

in ”data centers on wheels” paradigm [41], that enables

extreme-edge and dynamic mobile computing. However, to

realize such a computing paradigm, secure and cost-efficient

resource-sharing platforms are required. Unlike the cloud,

which has established interoperability standards and matured

virtualization technology for secure resource sharing, the edge

still requires the development of new standards, lightweight

virtualization techniques, and software stacks.

C. Adaptive data processing for dynamic IoT/Edge

Edge-AI applications are subject to constantly changing

workloads. Flexible data processing techniques should be de-

veloped, such as adaptive sensing [37] and approximate com-

puting [48]. Adaptive sensing needs to consider the require-

ments of applications and should only produce and process

new data only when required. For example, temperature sensor

readings do not drastically change most days. Instead of a fixed

sensing interval, adapting for a dynamic delayed interval based

on the change in actual data could lead to resource efficiency

without affecting applications [4], [30]. Similarly, approximate

computing in Edge-AI focuses on less precision computation

with much lower computational latency. For example, model

training and inference with 16-bit computation results in a

reduction of multiple magnitudes of computational latency

[46] with a little loss in accuracy.

D. Incomplete and incorrect Data

The problem of missing and incomplete data in Edge-AI can

be dealt through data-driven methods, going beyond current

statistical tools. Particularly, generative AI [32], [34] has been

proven to be a feasible method for data imputation [21], [25].

Moreover, federated generative models are able to impute

the missing data, learning from the data distribution from

other sensors in the network. In addition, generative methods

are also able to create new synthetic data sets required for

training the machine learning models [49]. At the same time,

generative AI has many applications in different areas ranging

from creating AI-generated art and a principal role in the

development of large language models, such as ChatGPT.

However, in general, generative AI suffers from the problem

of hallucinating [6], i.e., the generation of plausible outputs

which are factually incorrect or unrelated to the given context.

Consequently, using generative AI for incomplete or incorrect

IoT data might result in completely unseen data distribution

compared to real data, and models trained on such data could

fit into non-real settings. Therefore, methods to verify whether

newly constructed data reflects the actual environments or

measurements, avoiding inherent biases of AI models, is of

research interest to many.

E. Energy

We do require different energy efficiency measures in each

layer of the computing continuum. Since SoCs major energy

consumption factor is its communication module, we should

focus on developing intelligent data-transfer techniques be-

tween SoCs and edge. For instance, transferring data only

when a new measurement has a deviation from a recent past
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measurement [5]. Alternatively, not transferring the actual

data, rather employing predictive models at the edge to esti-

mate the sensor data, and only transfer locally trained models

to the edge in a periodic manner or when model drift happens

with certain thresholds [14]. In addition to energy-aware

approaches in managing continuum resources using traditional

methods such as energy-aware scheduling and task placements

[20], we require different workload distribution strategies in

Edge-AI. Since Edge-AI application components are deployed

on distributed infrastructure, workload distribution techniques

such as split computing [50] shall be leveraged, where neural

networks are dynamically partitioned and deployed across a

computing continuum based on the energy budget and latency

requirements.

F. Emerging hardware architectures, software paradigms, and
future application requirements

While data processing systems should support new data

flows and techniques, they should also consider the require-

ments of the future new Edge-AI applications. There is a

paradigm shift in software engineering, where monolithic soft-

ware applications are decomposed into micro-service-based

applications due to their flexibility in developing and maintain-

ing software applications. The application software systems

have quickly adapted to this new paradigm, data processing

systems are still heavily dependent on traditional monolithic

architectures (e.g., Hadoop, Spark), which are resource hungry

and fail to match the requirements of Edge-AI. In addition,

future Edge-AI applications would spend the majority of their

computational cycles on ML model training and inference

where different specialized accelerators are necessary [20].

Currently, most edge accelerators (e.g., NVIDIA Jetson Nano,

Google Coral device) are designed for inference and many

powerful accelerators in the cloud are used for training large

ML models. Thus, we require hardware-software co-design

to for benefiting from heterogeneous resources across the

computing continuum without too many manual configurations

and system tuning.

V. USE CASE: SYMBOLIC REPRESENTATION OF IOT DATA

AT EDGE

The development of IoT-assisted smart applications such

as smart wearables, which monitor and track vital signs of

patients, or smart meters, that balance energy demand and

supply in smart grids, generate a large amount of time-

series data. Such time-series data are usually transferred to

nearby processing devices (e.g., an edge node) to be analyzed.

This data transfer can create congestion and consume crucial

network bandwidth resources, decreasing the quality of service

(QoS) for latency-sensitive smart applications. Moreover, raw

data storage on the edge is expensive and infeasible due

to limited storage capacity. Consequently, reducing the data

size at the source and reconstructing it at the remote edge

node (when required) could reduce the network and storage

cost. Symbolic Representation (SR) techniques are promising

methods for reducing time-series data size while maintaining

the semantics of the data [26].

Unlike common raw data compression methods, the symbol-

ically converted data can still be used to directly perform data

mining tasks such as pattern matching, substring search, motif

discovery, and time series prediction, which are commonly

used techniques in IoT applications [16]. Nevertheless, if

required, it is still possible to reconstruct the original data

at run time with minimal reconstruction error.

Symbolic representation of data: A SR algorithm trans-

forms time series data into a string using finite alphabet

size, representing a time series of length n into the string

with arbitrary length k (<< n). Let us consider a time

series T = [t0, t1, ..., tN ] ∈ R
N+1 converted into a symbolic

representation S = [s1, s2, ..., sn] ∈ An, where each sj is an

element of an alphabet A = a1, a2, ..., ak of k symbols [16].

The sequence S should be of considerably lower dimension

than the original time series T , that is n << N , and it

should only use a small number of meaningful symbols, that

is k << n. This intermediate representation must also allow

an approximate reconstruction of the original time series, with

(1) a minimal and controllable error and (2) the shape of the

reconstruction suitably close to the original time series data.

Adaptive Brownian Bridge-based Aggregation (ABBA)

[16] is one of the SR algorithms that converts time series

data into symbols. A sample illustration of how time series

data is converted into symbolic representation is shown in

Fig. 2. Here, the black line on the left side figure represents

the original data, and the rightmost side shows symbolically

represented data. An SR process involves two parts, namely,

(1) the original data is split into segments, either adaptive

or user-defined interval numbers and (2) segments are

mapped to symbols. In the case of ABBA, segments are

found adaptively (left), and relatively similar segments are

clustered together (middle), and each cluster is mapped to a

symbol from the alphabet. A tolerance hyperparameter tol
sets boundaries for the allowed reconstruction error, where a

lower value results in a lower reconstruction error, but also a

lower compression rate with more symbols. In this example,

230 data points are converted to a word of just 7 symbols

(rightmost part of Fig. 2). A similar inverse approach will be

applied during the reconstruction of the data. However, many

challenges arise when using such algorithms in online and

resource-constrained edge environments, as described in the

next subsection.

A. Design requirements of symbolic representation of data at
edge

The state-of-the-art SR algorithms are designed for cen-

tralized batch processing systems and perform an offline

conversion. The existing SR algorithms have limited applica-

bility for edge environments because of the following design

requirements:

1) Online: Compression at the Edge should be continuous,

i.e., data should be compressed immediately after being
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Fig. 2. An illustration of symbolic representation using ABBA [16], [19]. (i) Creating linear pieces using a polygonal chain (left side); (ii) Clustering of
pieces (middle); (iii) Symbolizing (right side), i.e., abbacab.
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received since IoT data is produced continuously. Exist-

ing SR algorithms are designed to work with batch data,

assuming the entire dataset is available prior.

2) Adaptive: A SR algorithm should be adaptive (unlike

current methods that have fixed parameters such as win-

dow and alphabet size), allowing flexibility to configure

user-defined parameters, such as rate of compression

and error rate in reconstruction based on application and

resource constraints.

3) Distributed: A SR should be distributed in edge en-

vironments since data sources (IoT sensors) and data-

consuming nodes are different. The data source does not

have enough computational and network capabilities to

perform all the steps involved in SR and store the data

locally.

In the next subsection, we describe the adaptive SR method

suitable for the edge environment.

B. SymEd: Symbolic representation of data at Edge

We discuss our idea of leveraging symbolic representation

for data-centric Edge-AI. We discuss SymED 1, Symbolic

Edge Data representation method [19], i.e., an online, adap-

tive, and distributed approach for symbolic representation of

streaming data on edge. SymED is based on the Adaptive

Brownian Bridge-based Aggregation (ABBA) [16]. Here, we

1The presented use case idea is published in [19]; more details about it can
be found in the referred paper online.

assume low-powered IoT devices do initial data compression

(senders), and the more robust edge devices do the symbolic

conversion (receivers). The goal is to enable distributed sym-

bolic representation where raw data communication and stor-

age usage are limited in IoT-edge environments. Fig. 3 shows

the SymED components. A sender (IoT node) normalizes and

compresses all incoming data. A receiver (edge node) collects

transmitted data to construct linear pieces (line segments), con-

verts them to symbols in the digitization phase, and optionally

reconstructs pieces or symbols again. This method reduces the

number of transmitted bytes between IoT and edge devices

by efficiently distributing computational tasks of the symbolic

representation algorithm between the sender (IoT) and receiver

(edge devices). The detailed algorithmic steps of each SymED

component (Fig. 3), and its implementation is in [19].

The experiments conducted on 24 datasets from UCR time

series classification archive [12] demonstrate that SymEd can

significantly reduce the raw data size with minimal compu-

tational latency. In summary, SymED achieves on average

9.5% on compression rate and dimension reduction rate, with

a mean online reconstruction error of 13.25, while taking

a mean time of 42ms to compute a symbol. With a slight

overhead in compression performance and computational ef-

ficiency compared to offline ABBA, online SymED enables

real-time symbolic conversion while improving reconstruction

accuracy and adapting to the data stream distribution.

VI. RELATED WORK

The concept of edge computing and its role in IoT has

been discussed by [7], which introduces the main concepts

of edge/fog architectures and identifies the main challenges.

A first tentative in the standardization of edge computing

has been described by works such as [17]. Research efforts

related to edge data management focus mostly on storage

management [27] and in the recovery of time series data,

by means of forecasting methods [28] and imputation [22].

However, most of these works are focused on the analysis

of time series data and do not consider challenges related to

Edge-AI applications.

Edge-AI has been discussed in works such as [50]. Different

use cases for Edge-AI have been proposed in recent years,
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such as vehicular traffic safety [29], and environmental moni-

toring [3]. Challenges of guaranteeing efficient data streaming

at the edge are discussed in works such as [38], [40].

In this work, we focus on identifying challenges and re-

search opportunities of data-intensive Edge-AI applications,

whose goal is to reduce data size while guaranteeing high

accuracy of Edge-AI models, and identify a use case for data

compression techniques, starting from our seminal work in

symbolic data representation at the edge [19].

VII. CONCLUSIONS

AI-based applications are becoming pervasive and moving

from centralized cloud deployments to the network edge,

leading to Edge-AI. Edge-AI applications have to deal with

a continuous stream of IoT data and support the latency

requirements of IoT applications. To efficiently utilize edge

resources and process streaming data, we require completely

new approaches, i.e., a data-centric view of how data, applica-

tions and resources are managed, considering the capabilities

and limitations of edge environments. In this paper, we have

discussed the challenges associated with the data-centric Edge-

AI and identified the potential future directions describing

different methods and techniques that we can apply to solve the

identified challenges. As a use case, we presented the adaptive

symbolic representation of IoT data to reduce the streaming

data size and support in developing ML applications.
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